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A History of Bluffers Park Yacht Club
(The Early Years)
by Henk Borsboom # 004
(One of the six founding members of BPYC)

This history was prepared and written by Henk Borsboom # 004
With contributions from the writings of Dick Grannan # 034
and Jack Ross # 011
Text and photo editing assistance from Ross Webster # 243

This history is dedicated to the original BPYC members
who dreamed a dream, and then made it a reality!!
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From its very beginning until the present day, Bluffers Park Yacht Club
has remained faithful to the plans and dreams of its founding
members.

In September 1980, they wrote,
“We are a number of people who have the sport of sailing very much
at heart; are of various walks of life and economic means. We all
have one thing in common: To enjoy our boating to the fullest in an
environment acceptable and affordable to the average sailor.”
Down through the years, every BPYC Board of Directors has held
tenaciously to these principles, respecting the diverse interests of its
members, be that racing, cruising, or day sailing. But at the same time,
Bluffers Park Yacht Club has steadfastly supported the principle that all
its members are equal and must be treated equally.

The basic founding principles of BPYC were:
1. Sailboats only
2. Affordability, self-help, and keep the costs down
3. One member, one vote, one boat
4. Maintain an easy-going atmosphere, very low on formalities
5. Refrain from acquiring numerous assets
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An aerial photograph of an early stage of Bluffers Park in 1973
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Early History and Development
It all began quite a number of years ago when various government agencies
decided to do something to arrest the constant erosion of the Scarborough Bluffs
and the loss of the land and the residences at the top of the bluffs. The beach
and shoreline were only accessible by a small walking trail that began just south
of Kingston Rd. at the south end of Brimley Road. It wound its way to the
waterfront from there. The neighborhood’s children were the main users of this
trail. During the 1950’s and 1960’s, this area of Brimley Rd. began to be used by
Scarborough as a garbage dump.
The solution that these government agencies devised to halt the erosion of the
shoreline and the bluffs was to deposit landfill at the foot of Brimley Road in
order to provide shoreline protection, and at the same time, create a waterfront
park. During this time in the 1970’s, Toronto was experiencing a construction
boom. The excavated soil that came free of charge from the many construction
sites was plentiful, so the problem of finding landfill was eliminated. By the late
1970’s, the park began to take shape.
During the same time period, recreational boating was increasing on Lake
Ontario, and a shortage of affordable moorings was a problem. Part of the overall
master plan for Bluffers Park was to create a small-craft harbour with a
combination of yacht clubs and a marina to accommodate about 1000 boats.
The history and development of Bluffers Park Yacht Club cannot be separated
from the history and development of the overall Bluffers Park site and the
umbrella boating organization, the “Bluffers Park Boating Federation”. Part of the
impetus for creating new yacht clubs at Bluffers Park also came from the group of
sailors from the Pickering Yacht Club who were not content with the year-by-year
leasing arrangement that East Shore Marina gave them.
On the east side of Frenchman’s Bay, there was an absence of any physical
facilities such as a clubhouse or other buildings that the Pickering Yacht Club
could call their own. Also, without ownership of docks and facilities, a proper
reciprocal docking agreement with other yacht clubs was not possible. The
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Pickering Yacht Club was basically a group of dock renters at the marina. They
were a yacht club in name only, what is now known as a “Paper Club”.
In the late 1970’s, a few Pickering yacht club members got together and talked
about forming a new yacht club and moving to Bluffers Park. Some of these
names are on the charter and are Bruce Reilly, Bert Hegeman, Henk Borsboom,
Norm Wardle, Don West, and Ron McPherson. Others who were part of this
group were Jack Ross, Charles Stock, Ron Stebbing, Garth Carroll, and Stuart
Garber. The name Bluffers Park Yacht Club was chosen at that time and
registered by a lawyer, Bruce Reilly. A copy of the Charter is printed below. Our
yacht club had to be a little different and we decided right from the start that this
was going to be a mono-hull sailboat club only. No power boats or multi-hulls
would be permitted. This was supposed to be written in the Charter, but, for
reasons unknown, it did not take place.

Progress in 1975, but still no sailing basin.
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In November of 1976, the Metropolitan Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority (MTRCA) and the Metro Toronto Parks
Department established a steering committee of ten people to develop
the boating facilities on this new site at Bluffers Park. Their first
meeting was called the “Icehouse Meeting”. This steering committee
was comprised of several prospective boaters plus a number of
seasoned veterans from other clubs who helped to keep it all in focus.
This committee included people such as Jack Ross # 011, who became a
member of BPYC and was one of its early Commodores, also Ben
Prowse # 119, Bert Hegeman #001, Norm Wardle # TBD, Don Siddall #
306, Ian Pirrie # TBD, and Henk Borsboom #004. There were others,
but they became members of one of the other three clubs and did not
have an impact on BPYC. This steering committee was active for
approximately six years and managed all of the construction and
finances to bring this project to a successful completion. The overall
plan called for a total of 1000 moorings, but only 500 were allotted to
the Bluffers Park Boating Federation. The other 500 were allotted to
the Bluffers Park Marina. The original plan was to finish all dock
construction before the land was allocated, and the clubs formed. This
was not how it eventually turned out.
In the beginning, there weren’t the four separate clubs that we have
today. At first it all began as the Bluffers Park Boating Federation.
Every interested boater had to join the Federation for a fee of $50.00
and then pay a $500.00 assessment to help cover the cost of the docks.
He or she also had to put in 50 hours of manual labour each year to
actually build all of the docks. (Note: Many members completed far
more than 50 hours per year until the job was done.)
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Most of the BPBF members who built the first set of docks from A to G
would later form Cathedral Bluffs Yacht Club, and most of the members
who built docks H to K later formed Highland Yacht Club. Docks H to K
were ultimately given to CBYC, and the members of Highland Yacht
Club then had to build more docks, O to T, for themselves. More about
this below.
Many BPBF members had differing ideas about the kind of club to
which they wanted to belong. Leaders on the opposing sides
established themselves right from the beginning, and a great deal of
animosity developed between some of the earlier members. Most of
this involved the delineation and allocation of the sections of the basin,
as well as some contrary feelings about the philosophies of the various
future club members. There were also issues regarding the levels of
self-help that the future club(s) would employ. The situation came to a
head when the members who had built docks H to K separated and
formed the Highland Yacht Club and its founding Commodore,
Stephenson, indicated that their members would apply for the piece of
land around docks H to K. The spokesperson for CBYC, Wolf Pretorius,
had already indicated that CBYC would apply for the whole of the
eastern side of the basin, Docks A to K. The stage was then set for a
conflict.
There were also some contrary feelings towards the Bluffers Park
Boating Federation itself due to the fact that once Bluffers Park Yacht
Club had been formed, 60% of the BPBF board members were
members of BPYC. (See below)
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The Establishment of Bluffers Park Yacht Club
The western side of the basin was still being filled-in at that time and
the area that was to become BPYC was still underwater. However,
many BPYC members could read lot plans just as well as they could
read marine charts and realized that this western site would be the
most desirable one in the basin. At that time, most of the Federation
Board members consisted of BPYC members, so we drew up an
application for this future site and had it approved by the Federation
Board, including a recommendation to the MTRCA. At the next meeting
of this Board, our application for this site was approved, and the site,
even though it did not exist at the time, was ours.
There was a lot of interaction between the Bluffers Park Boating
Federation and the various levels of government. The following names
became household words: Robert Bundy, Commissioner of Metro
Parks, (a solid supporter of our club), Chris Roberts, Deputy
Commissioner, Tom Farrell, MTRCA Parks and Property, and Brian
Denny, Manager MTRCA. We had a good relationship with these
people which helped a lot with the approval process.
Initially, the area allocated to BPYC ran from, roughly, the fire hydrant
at the entrance, to the mast crane at Highland. The strip of land
between Highland and N dock was useless to BPYC, and we had no
access road, so we traded that strip of land to HYC for access on their
road to BPYC’s site.
In September 1980, BPYC members prepared a brochure that outlined
the concept of the Federation as well as that of our own club and its
future plans. The steps outlined in the brochure were, for the most
part, the foundation of what BPYC is today. A bit of space was also
given to the philosophical concepts of BPYC. These concepts still hold
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true today. The most important item that was stressed was to maintain
affordability for the average sailor then and in the future.
When Bluffers Park Yacht Club began, we had no physical facilities for
meetings or a location to allow the prospective members to together.
For that purpose, we used Scarborough’s City Hall chambers, and the
very first meeting of all members who had signed up was held in the
spring of 1981.

The very first club meeting was held in one of the board rooms of the
Scarborough Civic Centre. There are a few familiar faces and backs of heads
that some of our older members might recognize. Dieter Haack # 056, Doug
Delaney # 064, Chris Wells # 094, Rollie Renaud # 007 (two former
Commodores), and Kees Schaareman # 071.

Here is an early published history of Bluffers Park Yacht Club
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Current Members Who Have Been in the Bluffers Park Boating
Federation and BPYC since the early years.
(Our senior Senior Members)
Henk Borsboom # 004
Garth Carroll # 073
Carl MacTaggart # 124
Stewart Lindsay # 141
plus
Bruce MacCorkindale # 295
Don Siddall # 306
(Bruce and Don were both active in the beginning as BPBF members
and initially joined CBYC, but changed clubs in the 1990's. This explains
their higher membership numbers.)

The Construction of BPYC
Because all the building and construction had to be performed by BPYC members
who, at that time, were not acquainted with each other, and whose skills for this
sort of work were unknown, we had to organize ourselves very quickly. This we
did, and the first job was to lay out the overall plans and make a list of the
priorities. The list was as follows:
1. Dock construction
2. Service dock construction with mast crane and pump out
3. Parking lot and visitors dock construction
4. Electrical system installation on the docks
5. Club house construction and landscaping
6. Workshop construction and water system installation on the docks
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BPYC Dock Construction
In or around 1978, the first docks, under Bluffers Park Boating Federation
supervision, were being built. The original plans were to build floating docks.
These first docks were located just east of the bridge where CBYC’s Docks A to D
are now located. To provide the flotation, discarded household oil tanks were
used. (During that time, a lot of encouragement was given to homeowners to
switch from home heating oil to natural gas. Government grants to help with this
conversion were being offered. As a result, a large number of large metal tanks
were available.)
The docks were anchored with large concrete blocks. A special raft was
constructed to set these blocks in place. For the dock frames, discarded metal
building trusses were used. (Building laws in Ontario stipulate that only new
materials can be used for new construction, so many almost-new roof trusses
were available.) These were used for the main frames of the docks and the
fingers. Wood for the top surface of the docks was available from many sources.
(These floating docks were only used for one year.)
Docking a boat to these floating docks under windy conditions or at night was a
very risky exercise and nobody was happy with them. (To use these floating
docks and survive, you had to be a combination gymnast/ballet dancer.) These
docks were nothing like the floating docks you find in marinas and yacht clubs
today. These docks were only used for one year, and then the following winter,
they were taken apart and parts were used to construct the new fixed docks that
we have now.
For the fixed, standing components of the docks (piles), large numbers of 8-inch
pipes were acquired.
One of the members of CBYC, George Devonshire, owned a company called
Alumicor. He graciously made empty space in his factory available to allow the
construction of the dock sections in a clean and comfortable environment.
A small DELMAG diesel hammer was acquired, as well as a construction winch
with a gas engine to hoist all these pipes. A large raft was also constructed to
house all this equipment and the mast that would hold the pipe and the diesel
hammer in place. Two additional large rafts, twice the size of our present haul
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out rafts, were constructed. The pipes all had to be welded to size. Two goodsized electric welders were acquired along with cutting torches and gas tanks for
acetylene welding and cutting.
We also managed to purchase a surplus Bell Canada telephone pole truck. This
truck had a hoist and a big winch in the cargo hold. This piece of machinery
proved to be invaluable for countless tasks during the whole building process. By
the time all of this “organization” was operational, the Bluffers Park Boating
Federation had become a small construction company!!
A word of thanks must go out to all the men at that time who engineered and
built and installed all the docks, buildings, and systems that now make up the
four clubs in the BPBF. This was a real accomplishment. Much of the work was
done in brutal winter conditions.

Installation of the Dock Piles
When the weather permitted, the sound of the diesel hammer was heard all
around the basin and at the top of the Bluffs. The process was as follows:
First, the piles to be used were selected. All were the same length. Depending on
the depth of the water, if they were too long, the piles were cut to size, and if
they were too short, two piles were welded together. Depending on where you
were in the bay, the water could be up to 15 feet deep. Add to that another 8 to
10 feet to get into the hard-packed layer of sediment below the mud, and another
4 feet above the water and you are looking at 29 to 30 feet. Each pile was a
considerable weight.

One of the members on the Board of Directors of the Federation was an old
board member from Ashbridge’s Bay Yacht Club named Danny Bott. He insisted
that, based on the historical water levels, we were building the docks 6 inches
too low. He was proven to be correct in 1991, and then again in 2017 and 2019.
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Seen in this photograph are some of our early members in May or June 1981,
driving the piles for N dock. In the orange coveralls, Stuart Henry # 015, also
Gerrit Visser #012 and Hans Paabor # TBD. The fourth member is unidentified.
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More of our members, Stuart Henry, Rollie Renaud # 007, Gerrit Visser and Hans
Paabor, driving piles for N dock.
Five piles would be loaded onto a raft and moved to the pile driver raft. Although
the raft was a good size it was not very stable, and each pile had to be secured
with wedges on the raft before the raft could be moved. One time the raft was
loaded late in the evening, and it was a little too dangerous to continue on the
slippery soil and on the surface of the raft in the dark, so they quit for the
evening. All of those members who were there that night knew that the piles
were not secured and that the raft should not be moved until the piles were
safely secured. No one informed the early morning crew for the next day. They
started out and did not check the raft and piles. Suddenly, in the middle of the
channel, the piles started to move and roll. Thanks to quick jumping, none of the
members got caught between the massive piles. However, we had to send a diver
down in the afternoon to retrieve the valuable cargo which had rolled off the raft.
Before the pile driving process could begin for each pile, the correct position had
to be determined and set out on land, so we had a fixed point. When the right
position was reached, the pile driving raft was anchored with two studs into the
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mud on the bottom. Next the raft, with the selected piles, was brought alongside
and one of the piles was hoisted into the hammer mast. Next, the diesel hammer
was positioned on top of the pile.
The diesel hammer would then be filled with diesel fuel and hoisted for the start.
When it was cold, the hammer had to be dropped a few times before it would fire
and then continue the driving. Depending on the soil conditions of the bottom, it
could take up to 2 or 3 hours before the pile was driven deep enough. Besides
noise, the diesel hammer produced quite a bit of oil spray. This was a great way
to get rid of one’s old clothes. The whole structure was coated in a layer of black
oil, and regardless of what you touched, you ended up covered in black sooty oil.
All piles had to be driven into the hard-packed layer of sediment below the mud
before the hammering was stopped.

Fueling up the pile driver, Henk Borsboom # 004 climbing to the hammer. All it
took was a coffee cup or pop can of diesel fuel to drive one or two piles. Hans
Paabor is looking on. The other member is unidentified.
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To determine the position of the next pile, whether for the main dock or finger, a
floating template was made. We had several, depending on the dock or finger
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size. Once the piles were driven, the piles were cut to size and slots to
accommodate the beams to support the main dock structure were cut into the
pile. The crew that drove the piles for BPYC started with N dock. They weren’t
very experienced and had a real problem staking out a straight line from the first
pile. However, the fact that each pile is of a different angle strengthens the whole
structure.
Pile driving could only be done during fall or spring. The diesel hammer produced
quite a bit of oil spray and you could not drive piles when boats were nearby in
the water during the summer. As long as there was no ice in the basin, and no
boats in the water, the diesel hammer was kept busy. The residents at the top of
the bluffs were not too happy with all the noise.

Installation of the Dock Sections to the Piles
Next, a main dock section was loaded onto a raft and brought to the piles and
lifted by hand or crane onto the piles. A quick weld would secure the section to
the piles and then the same could be done for the finger. No lumber was
mounted on the dock sections at that time. Once several sections were
completed, the lumber was brought to the docks. But first, this lumber had to be
treated with Cuprinol™ wood preserver or some other material to make it water
resistant. First, 2 x 4 stringers were bolted on top of the frames lengthwise. Next
the 2 x 6 dock cover boards were nailed or screwed down. In very short order the
CBYC docks A to D were rebuilt to replace the original floating docks, in addition
to the new docks E to G.
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This is how some of the main sections looked when they came out of the
borrowed space at the Alumicor factory. These two were used for the ramps to
the docks, that is why they are already covered with wood.

Who Paid for What?
The Federation was only responsible for financing the building of the basic docks.
The addition of hydro and water was left to the clubs themselves. The MTRCA
was responsible for shoreline protection, and the clubs were offered riprap (loose
stone used to form a breakwater) as standard protection. CBYC wanted to use
vertical steel walls for their shoreline so they could use the space for visiting
yachts to dock. The other clubs accepted the riprap.

When the application by HYC for docks H to K was rejected and the only land
available to them at the time was the land that they now occupy, they had no
choice but to rebuild all the docks. This was done at the same time that BPYC had
begun their dock construction. As a result, materials were scarce.
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At that time, Highland Yacht Club was already established as a club, and it had a
solid group of experienced members who had learned how to construct the
docks. They were also better organized than BPYC and quickly went ahead and
used up most of the building materials that had been allotted by the Boating
Federation to build the docks for 1981. BPYC had just been formed and we
weren’t very well-acquainted with each other, or aware of the skills that the
various members possessed. We got organized very quickly though, and also
received quite a bit of help from members of HYC to get us going. We started
with N Dock, in the spring and summer of 1981, and the first year completed all of
N Dock and the main section and the south fingers of M dock.

The Official Opening of N Dock – June 13, 1981
Once N dock was completed, BPYC decided that we should take a short break and
have a small celebration or victory party. An official opening for N dock was
deemed in order. To make this official, we invited quite a few dignitaries, but
only a small number showed up, including the Mayor of Scarborough, Gus Harris
and his deputy, Controller Joyce Trimmer. We made a big deal about it and had a
nice party and B.B.Q.
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June 13, 1981, the Official opening of N dock. Scarborough Controller Joyce
Trimmer, Mayor Gus Harris, and BPYC’s first Commodore Bert Hegeman # 001
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Bruce Vaughn # 022, Joyce Trimmer, Bert Hegeman
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BPYC’s First Haulout - 1981
During September and October of 1981, the service dock and mast crane were
built, so we could erect a mast crane and set up a temporary pump out, just in
time for Haulout. The pump out consisted of a large manual construction-type
bilge pump with two old oil tanks as receptacles. It was hard work, but it worked
well. Once a month these tanks had to be pumped out into a honey wagon and
taken away by a sewage company.
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The service dock and mast crane as it is today, but the dock was not filled in and
no pump out building. (This photo was taken after 1981. L Dock as seen on the
right had not been built by Haulout 1981.)
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BPYC’s first Haulout, at the end of the 1981 sailing season. N dock was finished,
as well as the main section of M dock with finger docks on the south side only.
This photo was taken at the point when Haulout was almost finished. There
was no club house or service buildings at that time.

The dock construction was continued the following year, in the spring of 1982.
L Dock and the remaining fingers of M Dock, as well as the Visitors Docks, still
needed to be completed. Initially, N dock only went to N 38 and the Visitors Dock
went halfway. Later, when the building for the marina was being constructed, we
hired the company that drove the piles for the marina building. They drove the
piles for the extension of N dock and the Visitors Dock. Pile driving had to be
done when there were no boats in the water. The diesel hammer spit quite a bit
of black oil into the air and if the wind was not in the right direction it could land
on the boats. Nobody was eager to see their boat covered in that mess. By 1984,
all main docks and fingers were completed as well as the electrical power to the
docks.
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The Installation of Electrical Power on the Docks
The electrical power came into the overall site through a transformer located
inside the gate. From there it went to the three clubs. Our transformer is located
in the service building with the sewage pumps. In the summer of 1982 hydro was
brought to the docks, but the first dock pedestals were nothing more than a sort
of garden post with 15-amp outlets. One of our members, Wallace Murley #019,
worked for Canada Wire and was about to retire. He managed to purchase all the
required cable for an employee price of about $17,500.

The Installation of Bubbling Around the Docks
There was another aspect of the docks that we were not aware of when we were
building them, but we were reminded about the problem when the first winter
set in.
We didn’t have a clue how to install a bubbling system but got some information
and drawings. Due to a total lack of experience and knowledge in that field, and
of course money, we had to engineer our own set up. The other clubs were in the
same position, and nobody could offer us any solid advice. One thing we did right
was the compressors. We purchased expensive, and good, steady-flow
compressors, the same ones that we still have today. They were the right choice.
How to get the air from the compressors to the docks was a whole different story
and we had no idea how to go about it. Unfortunately, we decided to use black
ABS pipe.
Several weekends were spent laying this pipe out on top of the docks and making
down-spouts for the piles. Everything worked fine, and we thought the job was
done, until the cold set in. When the temperature went down to about -10°C,
those pipes became very brittle and cracked in many places. Every Saturday, one
of our members, Derek Evelyn, worked on repairing the pipes. It wasn’t difficult
to locate the leaks because the hissing sound could be heard as far away as the
Brimley hill. During the week we tried to fix it the good old Canadian way, with
duct tape, but that was not the right solution. This went on the whole winter, but
the next year we needed to correct the problem. Hamish MacGregor came up
with the solution. We would use the same pattern and system, but instead of
ABS, we would use heavy steel piping. This whole system was laid out the same
way as the ABS, but this was heavy. For about ten years, the bubbling pipes were
installed on top of the dock surface and had to been removed for the sailing
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season. All pipes were color-coded so they were easier to take apart and reassemble again. This was one hell of a heavy job. After about ten years, all the
wood on the docks needed to be replaced, so we decided to replace the 2x4
stringers with 4x4 stringers so the heavy piping could be laid permanently
underneath the planking on the docks. This was the right solution!
Only a small portion of the down spouts need to be set up every winter. The only
problem then was that the set-up of air flow and depth was not right and in a
severe and cold winter a lot of ice would build up because of the spray created by
the bubblers not being deep enough. These mounts looked like little volcanoes,
and they would reach the underside of the docks and cause damage if they
weren’t knocked down. So, every winter, we had to climb down on the ice with
hammers and axes and knock down the ice mounts. (All of the axes and hammers
are still in the workshop to this day.)
Finally, a different group of members took charge of the bubbling, and the valves
and down spouts were set to the correct heights and airflow. From then on, the
bubbling worked fine. Every so often, one of the down spouts will freeze and the
only way to defrost these properly is to take them off and put them in a hot
shower. During the first couple of years that followed, this was necessary many
times.

Former member Derek Evelyn # TBD
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Former member Bob Fordham # TBD
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The Installation of the Water Supply System on the Docks
Water to the docks was added around 1987. Before that you had to pick up water
at the service dock and carry in back to your boat in plastic containers.
The water lines for the docks had to connected to the water lines near the club
house because the main water supply to BPYC came in via the service building.
The Maintenance Director at that time was Richard Storch. Richard made his
living as a quality-control manager at the Chrysler plant in Brampton and, in
addition to his many other contributions, he built the mast dolly that is still in use
today.
He spent many hours trying to make sure that all of the water connections were
tight. He made sure that the pipes and connections could withstand a pressure of
70 PSI. Richard discovered later that the City water pressure never goes nearly
that high. At least today, we benefit from his persistence.

Summer 1983. Bluffers Park Yacht Club’s basin before the marina was started.
It was a beautiful basin to enter under sail and prepare for docking in flat water.
The clubhouse is under construction and Phase One is finished.
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The BPYC Clubhouse and other Construction Projects
One of our members, Frank Leatherdale # TBD, worked next to a Tilden Truck
rental agency and managed to purchase, for very little, two sound truck bodies.
One was purchased in 1981 and the other in 1982. They were waterproof and
good shelter against the elements and lasted us for many years. They served as
kitchens, tool storage, an office, and anything else they could be used for. The
best part was that they were very strong and could be moved around where
needed. Ultimately, they were moved several times. On a cold and miserable
day, it was nice to take some shelter in those truck bodies. However, a clubhouse
they were not. One thing they could not be used for was as washrooms, and for
quite some time a “Johnny on the Spot” was the only “facility” on our property.

These are the two truck bodies that were used. Bob Fordham, Mort Skoll # 021,
Judy Skoll, and Ken Morton # 018.
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Irene and Jack Ross # 011 taking a break with Rollie Renaud outside one of the
truck bodies.

This photo shows the inside of the truck body transformed for this occasion into
a restaurant.
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During our second year of operation when basic construction on the docks neared
its completion, the thoughts of many members went to the future. Right from
the start, the need for a clubhouse and some facilities for equipment storage
were high on the list. Several meetings on that subject were held and committees
and sub-committees were struck.
The parking lot was a hazard to walk on or drive on at the best of times and the
hard pack, the top surface, was full of sharp objects that could severely cut your
car’s tires. A member was sent out with a cutting torch, and he removed all the
sharp objects. Next was a proper parking lot surface and that was quickly done.
In the summer of 1982, the first layer of the parking lot was applied. It helped
that one of our members, Carl McTaggart, worked in the paving industry and
knew exactly what to use first. We were the last to start and first to have a
parking lot.

BPYC’s Service Building
The first fixed asset besides the docks that the club built was a service building to
house the transformer and the sewage ejector tanks. Since we would have water
and sewage in that building, it was decided to add a Men’s and a Women’s
washroom to it. In a few weeks we had that operating and at that point we had a
proper power supply, water pressure, and sewage system, all the main
components needed by a clubhouse.

The Construction of Our Clubhouse
We had an architect in our club, Jerry Freedman, and he and his staff designed
our clubhouse. The discussions still went on between one storey or two storeys
and back again. Also, an important decision had to be made. Should we drive
piles and build the clubhouse on them, or should we use a floating concrete slab?
We decided, because we were going to be building on landfill that had been
dumped less than five years earlier, to go for pile driving rather than a concrete
slab.
Everybody had an opinion on what the clubhouse should look like. The ideas
went from very basic; not much more than a deck, a picnic table, and an
outhouse; to two storeys with swimming pools and a tennis court and everything
in between. The MTRCA, the government body that we worked with most often,
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had indicated to us that the clubhouse design that we chose should blend in with
the natural landscape around us. Jerry Freedman succeeded in that regard.
The location of the clubhouse was also a point of discussion and ranged from
placing it near the entrance to the BPYC property, where the masts are stored
now, to the present location, as well as locations in between. We also had to
decide if we should build it ourselves or have it built by a professional contractor.
We also had to decide if we would build it all at once or in stages when the money
became available.
The decision was made rather abruptly. Rollie Renaud, always on the lookout for
bargains and deals for the club, got an offer from Banner Pile Driving, (later
known as Anchor Shoring, and now GFL Environmental), to drive all the required
piles for $14,000, but he had to decide quickly. A day later he got a follow-up call
that for an additional $4,000 they would cut all the piles and weld horizontal
beams on top of them, so we’d have a solid base to build on. We discussed this
over the phone and since we had the money, we decided to go for it and commit
the club. We would never get an offer like that again, and this was exactly what
we needed.
We called the other board members for their approval after the fact, and a day
later the site was filled with a mass of steel beams and very heavy equipment and
a big pile driver. In the fall of 1982, after Haulout, the pile driving for the
clubhouse began. Many years later we found out how we got such a fabulous
deal. Banner was in the process of building some facilities, for the Government,
at the airport. This project was cancelled after Banner had paid for all the
material. The Government reimbursed them, so they were sitting on all that
material when Rollie walked in. All they needed, was for somebody to pay for
their workforce for a few weeks.
The membership by and large agreed with the decision and the process.
However, some argued that we should only proceed with building Phase One, and
then re-evaluate the need for the rest of the clubhouse. Phase One is the section
of the clubhouse that has the kitchen, washrooms, office, and dance floor.
The second approval for Phase Two was never really obtained, we just kept going
and building. One major item that everybody always agreed on was that it had to
be self-help so the members could build it and thus keep the costs down.
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Once the piles had been driven and the horizontal beams were welded, the work
by the members could begin.

The piles have been driven, but still need to be painted.
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A teenaged Adrienne Ross (now Shambrook) contemplating her future at BPYC.
She and her husband, Sean # 418, and daughter, Claire, are still members in
2021. Her father and mother, Jack and Irene Ross were original members of
BPYC. In the early days, Jack played an important role with the Bluffers Park
Boating Federation and later was one of BPYC’s early Commodores.
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This is what the structure looked like after the piles were driven and the
wooden runners and floor joists were attached.
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Now the flooring could be applied to the floor joists, and we would have a
platform to work on.
The first thing that had to be done was to paint all the piles. Quite a few gallons
of Tremclad™ black were used for that purpose. When that was done, wooden
beams were bolted to the horizontal beams so we could start with a floor. Once
the floor was on, the progress never stopped. Quite a few members, who were
skilled in building, helped out and also instructed those who weren’t as skilled.
The framing was done in short order. Other than the roof and trusses, most of
the work in building the club house was done by members.
We had a fair number in the club who were skilled tradesmen. However, in the
first couple of years our club never had a licensed plumber and we had to rely on
one of the Highland members to help us out in that area. The only jobs that were
performed by outside or hired trades were the assembly and installation of the
roof and the trusses, the tiling of the washrooms and the kitchen, and the
installation of the hardwood floors. Although the outside shell was finished
quickly, it took a while before all the interiors were completed. There were
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scores of members who were able to help. They contributed to the construction
and finishing of the clubhouse.
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Two former Commodores, Chris Wells # 094,

and Rollie Renaud # 007

In the winter, when not much could be done, you would find in the semicompleted clubhouse many of the regular members sitting on piles of boards
sharing stories and having something to eat or drink. Facilities, we did not have,
but that never stopped anybody from having a good time. If you stayed until
dusk, you were treated to an invasion of large spiders that would come down
from the rafters and descend on your hair. Well, invasion might not be the right
word since they were already in the clubhouse, but they would come down on
you by the dozen and it took us years to completely eradicate them from inside
the clubhouse.
The pace of construction and finishing was determined not so much by manpower
and willingness, but by budget constraints. The building was designed so it could
be built in two phases. Phase Two would house the bar and be a gathering place
for dining and relaxation. Due to the pressure and advertising of the provincial
government, it was decided to heat the clubhouse electrically. At that time, it
was cheap and plentiful. How things have changed!!
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When Banner Piling was driving the piles for the clubhouse, we had a few other
jobs in mind for them. We required a mast storage rack and since they had a
massive pile driver on our property, we asked them to drive a few of the 8-inch
piles so we could use them for the foundation for the mast storage. This was no
problem, so within an hour or two five piles were driven, again into the landfill. In
addition, two more piles were driven to support a swing gate between our club
and SBSC.
It’s hard to believe that the club started around the middle of 1980 and other
than a few of the founding members nobody really knew each other. Yet in the
span of three and a half years the club was formed and all facilities including the
club house were constructed. All the construction of the docks and clubhouse
took place during that time frame. Additions and changes were constantly made
and are still being made today.
BPYC was the last club to be formed and to start construction, yet we were the
first to have a proper parking lot and a fully functional clubhouse.
The most important thing to note is that all that work was done by the members
and paid for by the members. When the clubhouse was opened, we had no
outstanding bills, no mortgage, nor did members carry any debentures. It was all
paid for out of members fees.
In 1985, the clubhouse had its official opening at Sailpast.
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The Official Opening of BPYC’s Clubhouse in 1985
In 1985, the progress on the club house and the site was far enough advanced
that we could hold an official opening ceremony with all of BPYC’s members as
well as some local dignitaries.
The clubhouse wasn’t completely finished, but at least all major construction was
out of the way. The bar was one item that was built later as well as scores of
small items and furniture that were added to the facilities.

From left to right, Chris Wells, Howard Hall # 014, Rollie Renaud, Ed Fulton
# 170, Scarborough Controller Joyce Trimmer, Metro Parks Commissioner
Robert Bundy, Metro Councillor Brian Ashton. (Behind Ed Fulton is Commodore
Henk Borsboom)
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Henk Borsboom # 004, Commodore at the Official Opening in 1985.

Our members never looked better.
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The Bylaw, Board of Directors, and the Club’s Organization
Of course, every organization in Canada, large or small, must have some rules to
govern itself by. Fortunately, there were several existing yacht clubs to use as
examples and we quickly accumulated several sets of bylaws. We even got the
bylaw from the Royal Yacht Squadron in Great Britain.
Of course, when it comes to rules and bylaws, everyone is an expert, but within a
short period of time we had a BPYC bylaw. However, when we tried to fit it into
our club, it didn’t work. We had more exceptions than lines that fit, so we had to
go back to the drawing board. Fortunately, we had a corporate lawyer, and he
produced a small corporate bylaw, so with some tweaking, the job was done. We
also used quite a few sections from other yacht clubs. Since the official bylaw was
originally accepted by the membership, over the years, it has continually been
revised and had additions made to it.
To operate our yacht club, we did not really need a bylaw. We had examples
enough from other yacht clubs on how to set up a Board of Directors. And so, we
did, and we started out with the same Board structure that we have today. For
the first year, no elections could be held because we didn’t know each other. So,
it was more a case of “do you want to be Commodore or what do you want to
be?”. Bert Hegeman was the first Commodore. Most Board members at that
time took positions that suited their skills or personality. In addition to the
Commodore, we had a Vice-Commodore, Rear Commodore, Treasurer, Director
of Planning and Development (now called Maintenance Director), Membership
Director and Social Director. One position that was never implemented was a
Fleet Captain. We never fully understood what the function of a Fleet Captain
was.
Initially, all we had was the bylaw and everything was in the bylaw, but very soon
restrictions were put on the Board so that bylaw changes had to be announced 30
days prior to a meeting. However, the membership did not have those same
restrictions and that put the whole process out of kilter. In a subsequent meeting
the rule was accepted that all bylaw changes had to have a 30-day warning period
in writing to the entire membership. Still, we had problems because all limits on
decision-making were in the bylaw. For instance, the bylaw stated that we could
only allow a maximum length of 27 feet. However, when we were short of
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members, and we could accept 30 to 32 feet we had to call a meeting because the
Board could not make the change. This was unworkable, so a new set of
housekeeping rules, such as boat size were set up in a separate set of rules, the
House Rules. The House Rules could be changed by the Board when the situation
required it. We still operate that way today.

The BPYC Burgee
Now that we were officially a yacht club, we felt we needed what every other club
had to set it apart from the other clubs. This was a burgee. So, we did it the
Canadian way and formed a committee. This committee came back with all kinds
of suggestions and proposals for balls, stripes, and stars in every conceivable
colour, but there was nothing that stood out. Two young members in our club,
John Cook and Alan Hardwick # TBD, who had an equal share of a small Niagara
sailboat, heard about our plight. One of them was a graphic artist, so between
the two of them they came up with the burgee that we have today.

It was an instant success and showed every club who we are and where we’re
located. The blue represents the Lake, and the yellow the colour of the Bluffs.
The sail in these colours is a spinnaker and the vertical lines the Bluffs. It shows
not only that we are a sailing club, but also that we operate from the Scarborough
Bluffs. Once the bar was established and the club was officially opened, Linda
Taggart, the wife of Barney Taggart # 177, volunteered to make the large stainedglass burgee that so proudly hangs behind the bar today.
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The Financial History of BPYC
Finances for dock construction were handled by the Federation, so the club did
not have to collect or spend money on that. All other items were the
responsibility of the club. When you have no assets, you have nothing to
maintain and initially all our fees went into buying and building tools or
equipment. The truck bodies and an old pickup truck were the first items that we
purchased.
The first fixed asset that the club built was the service building. It was only a small
building, but what a lesson it taught us. This was the first item for which a multifacet budget was required, and we only expected to lay out $4,000 for this. It
came in at double that price, and that didn’t include the transformer and
switchboards which alone cost us close to $4,500. The learning process during
the planning and construction of that small building certainly set us on the right
track for budgeting in the future.
Most of the facilities that we had on the list of must-have items were quite major
in cost, the clubhouse, electricity, and water. All called for major financial outlays
and also the know-how. When we could see that the construction of the
clubhouse and the required furnishings were going to become a reality, we were
faced with larger assessments per member than we were used to. Meetings
were organized, and the choice was for either:
a) a large one-time assessment of around $2,000 per member, or
b) four or five smaller assessments per member spread out over a number of
years.
A survey of the membership indicated the one-time $2000 payment was most
popular. However, the margin was extremely small. When we started to go over
the realities of what would happen when we received such a large amount of
money and how it was going to be spent, we were quite reluctant to go that
route. Also, the margin in the voting was small, so the Board at the time decided
that we would stick with a year-by-year approach and complete a detailed budget
for each year, one that would also take into account how much work the
members were capable of performing. That one decision began the year-by-year
budget and analysis process that is still practiced today and is the foundation for
the success and stability of our BPYC’s finances.
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Below are copies of the first official Budgets and Financial Statements for BPYC
in 1981.
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The foregoing financial statements and budgets do not take into consideration
the money invested in the docks. Those assets were held by the Federation. A
few years later the Federation officially transferred those assets to each of the
clubs and the money associated with them was recorded in our club books.

When CBYC started approximately three years ahead of us, no charges of any kind
were levied against the Federation or the Clubs. However, when BPYC started,
the lease became effective. The amount per year was $6,095.00. In order to give
us a chance to start investing in assets, only 20% of this was charged, provided
that the other 80% was used for building facilities. Each year, the rent would go
up another 20%. Even though we were the last club to get started, we were the
first to open a clubhouse and be finished with construction, all paid for without
any debentures or debt.
The club also adopted the concept of reserves and to make sure that we always
had enough money to counter any setbacks, we created a Fixed Asset Reserve
Fund. This is a listing of all our fixed assets that need replacing from time to time
and the amount that is needed to be set aside year-by-year. This concept has
served us very well over the years and right now the club is still very sound
financially.

Racing at BPYC
Right from the start, our club developed an excellent and well-attended racing
and cruising program. The racing started around 1981 and all clubs had their own
racing programs on different weeknights. Only open Regattas were open to the
other basin clubs. The regattas were also a reason to have some fun, and a lot of
social activities other than racing were a part of these regattas.
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BPYC raced on Wednesday nights and fielded about 25 to 30 boats. Because of
our limited ability to dock big boats most of our racing fleet was mainly in the 28’
to 32’ range. However, when you looked at the crews on the various racing boats
about 70 to 80% of our club participated in the racing program. Our club, right up
to the present time, has had a very active racing fleet. Later, when CBYC and HYC
saw a drastic decline in their members’ participation, they came to us with the
proposal to combine the whole racing program and form a basin challenge on
Wednesday nights. This is still practiced today.

Cruising
The first organized club cruise was on the Victoria Day weekend in 1981 to the
Queen City YC on the Toronto Islands. Around 21 boats participated. The
weather was warm and sunny, a far cry from the rather frigid weather we’ve had
the last couple of years on the same weekend. This was the beginning of a very
well-attended cruising program that continues to the present day for our
members to enjoy.
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Former Commodore Jack Ross # 011

BPYC Social Activities
Right from the start, BPYC has had a very busy and well-attended social agenda.
The lack of facilities never stopped the members from having a full schedule of
B.B.Q.’s and parties.
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Nick Barwig # 013 helping out at BPYC’s first B.B.Q. on August 22, 1981.
No facilities, just a folding table and some broken down picnic tables.
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Irene Ross always hard at work at every event.
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The BPYC Bar (1986)
The foundation of the bar is a scale model of the hull of the C&C-designed
Evergreen, the Canadian boat that defeated the American boat, Agape, in the
1978 Canada’s Cup match.
This scale model was donated to BPYC by C & C boats at the time when they were
still operating. This model was used by Bill Spinks # 105 as the foundation to build
the bar around. Since money for this project was scarce at the time and the bar
committee did not want to wait, money was raised outside the regular club fee.
For a contribution of $175.00 per member for the construction of the bar, each
contributing member had a plaque with his/her name inscribed and it was
fastened to the bar or one of the bar stools. These plaques are still in place today.
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Conclusion
The foregoing history is a record of the enormous productivity and results that a
handful of people were able to accomplish in a mere 3½ years. The physical
development began in the spring of 1981 and the clubhouse was officially opened
during the Sailpast of 1985. BPYC evolved from open water to barren landfill
(actually mud) to become a completed yacht club. Now Bluffers Park Yacht Club
has passed its 40th year of operation at this point. Most of the original members
from the first years are gone. During those 40 years, the club has had its highs
and lows. It has had long waiting lists for new members and has also had times
when it has been short of members. When you read the comments of October
29, 1981, in the first newsletter, you will realize that not much has changed.
Various members have had differing ideas, and that has always been the case. It
is how we bring these ideas together that makes us a great club. The bickering we
can do without. In the earlier years we had definite physical goals to achieve, and
we could see the results of our efforts with our own eyes. Now, only minor
changes are required to the physical assets and maintenance. It’s now more
difficult to pinpoint our goals. We need to look a little deeper than we did in the
past when we were working towards the completion of something we could see
and touch. Still, the club is definitely worth the effort, and I hope we can
continue to make BPYC “The best damn club on the Lake!”

Henk Borsboom # 004
November 2021

Tributes to Specific Past Members
Over the years, many members have helped to make our club what it is today,
and we would never have come this far in such short a period of time without
everyone’s input and participation. Still, some members have made contributions
far beyond what was asked for, and they, more than anything else, set the pace
for the club’s development. I have listed several of these people, none of whom
are members any longer. Some have passed away, and others have simply retired
from BPYC. (They are not listed in any particular order.)
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Bert Hegeman # 001 - BPYC and its founding principles were Bert’s ideas and his
dream. He was also BPYC’s first Commodore.
Jack Ross # 011 – The first chairman of the Bluffers Park Boating Federation, and
also a strong supporter of BPYC. His integrity did not allow him to join our club
while still the chairman of the BPBF, but once he became a member of BPYC it
didn’t take long for him to make his presence felt. Jack served on many Boards of
Directors including as Commodore.
Rollie Renaud # 007 - The first club member who was a non-founding member, he
was the ever-present driving force behind the club’s development. He never
stopped working and was a fixture for many years on the site. The speed of
development and progress was largely a result of his efforts. Rollie served on
many Boards of Directors including as Commodore.
Ed Dee # 080 - The man behind Rollie, who managed to bring Rollie's ideas down
to earth and make them a reality. Ed’s mechanical skills, ingenuity and problemsolving abilities gave the club a head start. Ed’s wife, Carol, served many times on
the Board of Directors.
Len Dooley # 045- In his capacity, Len found many cost-saving deals for the club
and solved many of the earlier problems with obtaining the needed materials. He
also served on the Board of Directors. At Haulout, in his position as boat schedule
announcer on a bullhorn, Len was famous for his colourful language when a boat
owner was late arriving at the Haulout raft.
Dick Grannan # 034 - He may not have made a big impression in the construction
of the club, but he certainly did so in BPYC’s communications department. Dick
set up the first newsletter, and for many years was responsible for the publication
of the Spinnaker Sheet, BPYC's quarterly newsletter. It is still being published
today in 2021. Dick served on many Boards of Directors.

(A note from the editor:
Henk Borsboom is one of the six founding members. They conceived the idea of
BPYC. He is the only one left who continues to be a member of the club. His
continued presence, hard work, and involvement are important keys to BPYC’s
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past and its future. Many thanks to you Henk!!
Henk is already planning a Part Two of his History of BPYC, “The Next 5 Years”.
Stay tuned!!
A note about the photos used in this history.
Currently, the number of photos from the early days is limited. Photos of some
of the key players in the establishment of BPYC weren’t available. We used
what we have. In the future, when this history of the early years is revised, we
hope to have obtained more photos to include. If there are any members who
have old photos to share, please let us know.
It’s time for the club to create a digital archive from the early days right up to
the present. We have many talented photographers creating new photos every
month. Those memories need to be archived for the future generations of our
wonderful club.)

Henk Borsboom keeping his distance from his editor, Ross Webster.

